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 Notes from the desk of the Editor:  
 

No matter how hard one tries, that odd gremlin always seems to sneak through and it was only after the last issue came 
back from the printer that I spotted the most ridiculous typo that had gone unnoticed right there on the cover! I had 
dated the passing of John Keesing as 2012 instead of 2013!  
I can just imagine him looking over my shoulder, shaking his head, but I’ll leave it to you to fill in the blanks on what 
he’d be saying to me!  
With great regret we also pass on the news of the loss of another member. Willie Feinberg lost his battle with liver 
cancer and passed away in June. I worked with Willie in advising him on various ways in which to best dispose of his 
collection and he settled on one of Melbourne’s leading auction houses. We will keep you advised when this auction 
comes up; it will be an event not to be missed.  
For a number of reasons, your committee was totally involved in some very important issues involving the society and 
this prevented the required notices being sent out on time for the AGM and this has now been postponed to July 28th. 
(See syllabus in the Newsletter.) This will also coincide with our Auction and hopefully will be well attended, 
promising a good day!  
With the great article input I am receiving from members, and what I know is still to come, I trust you will all find the 
content of this issue enjoyable and informative.  
Till the next issue, Ian Carron.  Ed.  
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The mystery story surrounding this big Kodak Brownie Box tormented me for some 5 years, 
enticing scraps of information emerging every few months to 
sustain the search. At times I even regretted being given this 
camera…it was that frustrating! This story begins in 
December 2006 when a good friend, Norman May, gave me 
this large box camera he had found in the shed behind a 
house he purchased in 1973 in the city of Geelong, 75 km. 
South-West of Melbourne, on the Bellarine Peninsular. For 
years he had it on display in the living room at Geelong, then 
in Melbourne when he relocated in the 1990’s. It’s a Kodak 
No. 3 Brownie Model B, and took Size 124 rollfilm to give 
BIG negatives 3¼ inch x 4¼ inch…indeed, quarterplate. The 
meniscus lens is about 127 mm focal length and aperture is 
F: 16. There is a pull-up slide for F: 22 and F: 32. The shutter 
has “time” and one speed of about 1/25th sec. You need a steady hand! Production was from 1908 
up to 1934... a long run. Pic 1 
 
Norman handed me the camera that day suggesting I would more appreciate it. So, it had sat since 
he discovered it for almost 34 years. The intrigue began a couple of months later when I got around 
to giving it a good clean and polish and service. Upon opening it up, here was a pencilled message, 
with name and address in Brighton (a Melbourne suburb) and dated “Easter 1920”. Pic 2 This must 

have been the camera’s first owner! Being ever curious as 
the cat, I just had to know more. How and when did it end 
up 75 km down the road at Geelong , to be discovered 
by1973? Were there family contacts in Geelong? What did 
the initials “G.V” stand for? Could this be Mrs. Caven’s 
Christian names or, as was oft the case then, her husband’s 
initials? The first step was to try writing to all the Cavens 
listed in the phone book. I had many replies, all negative. I 
would have to work on other leads. By now it was Spring 
2007. 
 

Using a 1961 Sands & McDougall’s Directory of 
Victoria (they were published from 1860 to 
1974) I found that at 2 Bent Street Brighton by 
1961 there was a certain name, which also 
featured in Geelong. Thinking there may be a 
connection, I wasted a few months following 
these leads…to no avail. It was, in fact, a “wild 
goose chase”. I also concentrated on the house 
where my friend Norman had found the camera 
in 1973. The “Sands & Mac” 1961 gave the 
address of 206 Kilgour Street Geelong as having 
the occupier/owner William Burgess. Norman 
vaguely recalled that was the elderly chap they 
purchased the house from. I did a Title search to 
confirm this and the exact date. Pic 3 The 
following week another quite exciting clue came 
forth after I wrote to the Brighton Historical 
Society. A kind lady had discovered a Mrs. G. V. 
Caven was mentioned in an old census living at 

16 Hardy Street, South Yarra in 1933. At least we were 13 years closer to solving the puzzle!  

Pic 1. Kodak No. 3 Brownie Model B. 

Pic 2. The fascinating “Time Capsule” 
message inside. 

Pic 3. Title search 206 Kilgour St 1973.  
Note son Joseph Burgess had power of attorney. 

Pic 4. “The Argus” 1945, death notice, Mrs. Burgess. 

 GERTRUDE’S TIME CAPSULE.            John Fleming. 
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A huge step forward came in 2008 when a computer was installed at work and I chanced across the 
newspaper archives of the fabulous National Library of Australia. There, in issues of the defunct 
Melbourne “Argus” was a death notice for William Burgess’ wife, at 206 Kilgour Street, Geelong, 
confirming they certainly lived there in 1945. It also mentioned their son, Joseph. Pic 4 Then a 

major breakthrough in this mystery…I found 
another family notice concerning application for 
probate, dated 1947. I carefully read the faint 
scanned archived newspaper column online: Mrs. 
Gertrude Veronica Caven had passed away at 16 
Hardy Street South Yarra. Here, too, was 
mention she was a widow (husband Alex had 
died in 1943) but there was a son named Vincent. 
Pic 5 Somewhat downcast by this discovery, I 
then realised it was almost 90 years since that 
pencilled inscription, but was optimistic the 

Caven’s son, Vincent, may still be contacted, despite no apparent 
phone book listing. It was by now late 2008. At least now I had 
definite names to research. Despite that, all attempts failed yet again 
and the trail started to look bleak. 
 
By this juncture I had been stalled for some months, until early 2009 
discovering every “Sands & Mc Dougalls” Directory from about 
1860 to 1929 was available on CD ROM, all 2000 odd pages in each! 
Parting with close to $100 I purchased a 1920 and 1929 edition. 
Thirty seconds after the postman delivered them, I slipped the 1920 
CD into the computer and confirmed what I firstly wanted: “Alex F 
Caven” was at 2 Bent Street Brighton then. That was where Gertrude 
and Alex lived, and where that inscription was written into the big 
Box Brownie at Easter 1920. Pic 6 Son Vincent would have been just 
3 months old, being born in January. Perhaps there were photos 
snapped of him on this very camera? Next I placed the 1929 CD in 
the tray and found there was a different name at 2 Bent Street 

Brighton…the Cavens had moved! Ah, but another check 
in the alphabetical section showed “Alex F. Caven, 331 
Myers Street Geelong”!!! The house still stands today, 
looking fairly original. Pic 7 Surely this went a long way 
to explaining how the camera got to Geelong…at least in 
Myers Street by 1929. Another check in the 1929 “Sands 
& Mac” showed, interestingly, there was a William 
Burgess at 206 Kilgour Street too. Remember my previous 
sighting of him was in the 1945 family notices at passing 
of his wife. A quick look at the Geelong street map shows 
331 Myers Street (The Caven family in 1929) and 206 
Kilgour Street (the Burgess family in 1929) are less than 3 
blocks apart…about half a kilometer! This was indeed 

reasonable detective work, and I rolled into my car and drove home feeling exhausted that day. 
 
Again, for several months, despite every check and cross-check and search, the trail went cold. I 
had achieved so much on that one previous day with the CD Directories, now nothing again. One 
late Saturday afternoon, after everyone had gone home and I was about to close down the computer 
and do likewise, I started a few more searches using every known combination of my criteria and 
keywords. Around the tenth time, something stood out like a 1000 watt Argaphoto mirrored 
spotlight….a mention of VIN CAVEN! A heading there had this, and a date of 2007, so I opened it 
up and found it to be a Catholic Girls College Newsletter PDF online. Quickly scrolling through a 
couple of pages, I was totally devastated when I discovered a “Tribute to Vin Caven”. Pic 8 He had 

Pic 5. “The Argus” 1947, application for probate notice.

 
Pic 6. The 1920 Sands & 

McDougall confirmation of 
Cavens at Brighton. 

Pic 7. The house at 331 Myers Street Geelong
where the Cavens lived in 1929. 
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passed away in January 2007 aged 87, just a few weeks after I 
was given what was obviously his mother’s camera. I closed 
down the computer and stumbled out into the dusk that evening 
feeling rather depressed. How fate works; if only I had looked 
inside the big No 3 Kodak earlier, or if Norman had given it to 
me a bit sooner, or…..who knows. 
 
On the Monday I thought perhaps I might be able to find Vin’s 
wife Mary, mentioned in the school newsletter tribute in 2007. 
It was now well into 2010. Alas, some checking revealed Mary 
had also passed away. My only chance to find a family 
connection would be maybe one of their daughters, probably all 
married by now and having different surnames. Efforts to find 

Vin and Mary’s son, John, proved fruitless at the time. As a last resort, I sent an email, with a 
couple of photos of the old camera and it’s mysterious 1920 message, to the College Principal 
asking could it be forwarded on if they had any of the past pupil contacts. Coincidently, this college 
is less than a kilometer from where I live, and I would have driven past it most days over a 35 year 
period! It is quite possible Vin or Mary were in the car in front or behind of mine, or we passed 
many times years before, not in the slightest realising a funny old camera with a 1920 message from 
Brighton that had travelled to Geelong and back would come along one day. Truth is stranger than 
fiction. 
 
About ten days passed whilst I contemplated all this, then early one 
afternoon the phone rang…it was Veronica Aldous (nee Caven)! The 
College Principal had been fascinated with the emailed photos and brief 
story I sent, and had forwarded it on to Veronica in a nearby Melbourne 
suburb. We chatted for some time, and I was able to glean grandfather 
Alex Caven was employed with the Victorian Railways, and every 4 or 
5 years moved to a different station appointment. Alex and Gertrude and 
young son Vin were posted to Geelong for 5 years until about 1931, 
leaving 331 Myers Street when Vin was about 11 years old. Veronica 
had no knowledge of the big Box Brownie…of course it had been in 
Geelong since 1931. Despite a search through existing family snapshots, 
none have appeared that have the distinctive large quarterplate size of 
31/4 x 41/4 inches, BUT a wonderful revelation was Veronica had a 
clear photograph of Alexander Francis and Gertrude Veronica on their 
wedding day. Pic 9 This was taken soon after World War One ended. 
Now we had an actual photograph of the writer of that 
mysterious time capsule message that had taunted me for 
nearly 5 years! 
 
Veronica told me she was almost christened “Gertrude” 
(after her Gran) by her parents, but was really quite 
happy to have her present name! As to how the camera 
came to travel, in 1931, from the Caven residence in 
Myers Street Geelong to the Burgess house in Kilgour 
Street a couple of blocks away will probably remain 
conjecture. One clue could be that William Burgess also 
had a son, Joseph William, about the same age as young 
Vincent Caven. They may have attended the same school, just around the corner from Myers Street. 
The families may have both attended the same church nearby. As William Burgess was a grocer, 
could be that is how they met? Perhaps when it came time to move from Geelong, the Cavens sold 
or gave the by then 11 year old camera to the Burgess family or Vin’s young school mate Joe 
Burgess? This may never be solved, but after 92 years, getting the clue down to one half a kilometer 
isn’t bad. By the way, this big old Brownie No. 3 still takes a reasonable photograph too. Pic 10 
CASE CLOSED! 

Pic 8. The tribute to Vin Caven found 
in college newsletter dated July 2007. 

Pic 9. Alexander Francis & 
Gertrude Veronica Caven 
on their wedding day 1919.

Pic 10. Actual photograph taken March 2012 
on the No 3 Brownie Model B. 
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Collecting, Voigtländer, PayPal, eBay and other wonders! 
 
Meet a Fellow Member…. Bruce Mathieson.  
 
I am what is loosely termed, “a mature aged collector”, who did not start collecting until I was well 
and truly retired. It all started with my wife’s 21st birthday present, a Voigtländer Vito CLR with 
Color Skopar f2.8 lens and Prontor 500LK shutter. 
We used this camera continuously for nearly 40 years. About 5 years ago I acquired an early 1929 
Bessa 7.7 for $10 so now I had 2 Voigtländer’s and we all know that 2 is a collection. In hindsight 
this was when the disease commenced in earnest. (Some Doctors would call it a compulsive, 
obsessive, possessive sickness, or “cops” for short.) Two years ago we visited Holger Schult and 
my wife and I were amazed at the size and breadth of his remarkable collection. Relating to his 
decades of experience, Holger said that collecting would become an obsession. This proved to be 
correct, as the initial 2 has now become many, all from the period 1920 to 1980. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    The Vito CLR and Bessa 7.7 
 
 
It was at this early stage that the real meaning of “Lens” to collectors became apparent. 
Longing  (I want it) 
Emotive  (Arousing intense feelings) 
Nourish  (Build the collection) 
Sickness  (This is what drives the desire) 
It is not my intention to tell seasoned collectors how to suck eggs, rather to advise of a new chums 
experience in using the many tools available to us. My first source of collectable Voigtländers was 
the Society’s Box Hill markets, with the first purchase being a Prominent (Series 3 ) with a f1.5 
Nokton lens and Synchro Compur shutter. A Vitessa (A2) with Ultron f2 and Compur Rapid shutter 
joined this. We were now up and away and the sickness was spreading rapidly. 
I have also attended every auction since joining the Society, purchasing and selling various 
cameras. The professional way in which Max Amos conducts these fast moving events was a 
revelation. We are indeed lucky to have him. 
 
                                  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The first Prominent and early Vitessa 
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It is however, eBay, the major source of my cameras, which I wish to dwell upon. I have purchased 
cameras from many countries apart from Oz including U.S.A, G.B, Ireland, Greece and the main 
sources, Germany and Austria. I always use PayPal to pay for purchases (It is simple to set up and 
is very secure.) and have never had even the slightest problem. Both eBay and PayPal also provide 
guarantees if you do encounter difficulties. The whole process over the past 3 years has been 
seamless. 
Delivery depends upon the method of post and the source country. The longest delivery was from 
Germany at 3 weeks and the shortest from the U.S. at 5 days. 
The long delivery had been opened so I suspect it may have been held up in Customs. The average 
delivery time from all sources has been 10 days. Packing has been first class in every instance with 
no damage at all. 
Australia can also be a very good eBay source particularly when I was starting out and buying a 
variety of types to build the collection. Postage costs can vary widely and you have to be well 
versed in fair post costs to avoid blatant rip offs for post and “Handling” charges. It is of no use 
buying what appears to be a cheap camera if post and handling costs are prohibitive. 
To assist in efficient searching for suitable cameras I have found using favorite tabs for 
eBay/Voigtländer in Australia, U.S.A., U.K., Canada, Germany, Austria, Italy and France more 
than caters for my needs. I also make use of several eBay filters such as “used” and “auction only” 
to help eliminate unwanted items. There are a huge amount of new items listed on eBay so you 
must sort the wool from the chaff. You can also put any item you are interested in on a “Watch 
List”. You can then watch with interest the price movement on the item. 

Once a camera has arrived it gets a thorough 
clean and bellows service, if applicable, is 
catalogued, and then photographed in a portable 
studio. I must confess that these photos are 
taken with a digital camera. It is a Lumix with a 
Leica f3.3 lens.  
After collecting for a few years a booklet with 
photos and details of the collection was 
produced using Apple software. This shows all 
current cameras and a brief detail of type, lens 
and shutter in a permanent form and was 
certainly not expensive at less than $20 
delivered, for 22 pages.  
 
 

 
 

  The front cover and an inside page from the booklet. 
 
This is an invaluable method of preserving a history of the collection in an efficient affordable and 
professional manner. Delivery of the booklet took 6 days from order and was printed in Japan. A 
final and excellent source of information and the occasional camera is of course our own members. 

The Studio. 
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I have been fortunate to have a fellow Voigtländer collector, Brian Hatfield, in the Society. His 
knowledge and assistance has been invaluable. 
This has been just a brief overview of how I have used technology to expand my collection and 
hopefully it may be of assistance to those members who may be unsure of eBay, PayPal and the 
Internet, and how these tools can assist with collecting now and in the future. It is easy, safe and a 
wealth of information. 
You can find virtually any item if you look hard and long enough, the trick is to pay the price that 
you want to pay, and not buy the first item you see. I intend to keep feeding my enjoyable 
“sickness” but at a slower rate in future.  

 

Bruce Mathieson, ‘mature aged’ collector 
with some of his eBay-PayPal purchases.
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I have just become the proud owner of a much used and rather battered, but still working, 1930 
Leica I with f3.5/50 Elmar, which has been factory converted at some stage to a Leica II. It shows 
signs of heavy use, but it still works, and that’s what is remarkable about it. I will have more to say 
about it later. 
  
Having been born in 1937, and given my first “good” camera, a Voigtländer Vito B with the famous 
f3.5/50 Color Skopar for my 21st birthday in 1958, I first became interested in photography in the 
late 1950’s and 1960’s. Of course a Leica was the ultimate, but then hopelessly out of my price 
range. Most of the prize winning photographs in the photographic magazines at the time had been 
taken either with a Leica, a Contax, a Rolleiflex or a Rolleicord, and on my way home from 
university lectures at night (I did my degree part time) I would often stop and look at the (Sydney) 
shop windows of Goodman Brothers in Hunter Street or The Camera Specialist in Elizabeth Street, 
and drool over all the cameras on display, especially the Leica’s. Perhaps that is a reason why older 
men like me collect – we can now afford the “treasures” we could once only dream about. Be that 
as it may the Leica had a sort of mystique about it, and for many of us it still does. But to actually 
own one? That was but a distant dream! 
  
In 1958 of course the Korean War had not long been over, but that conflict had a huge impact on 
the world camera market. Before the Korean War German cameras ruled the market, and 
professionals used only German cameras. Photojournalists used Leica’s, Rolleiflex and sometimes 
the Contax. Of course during the Korean War journalists and reporters traveled to Korea from all 
parts of the world to cover that conflict, and in those conditions cameras have a very hard life. Not 
surprisingly therefore their cameras would from time to time malfunction, but there was nobody in 
the Far East able to repair them, so they had to be sent back to Germany, and that took too much 
time. That is when some of these reporters discovered Japanese equivalents (and in some cases 
straight out copies) of the Leica by Canon, of the Contax by Nikon, and of the Rolleiflex by 
Yashica. These were readily available and much cheaper; they performed quite acceptably, and 
were easily and quickly repaired in nearby Japan when necessary. And that is where Japanese 
cameras really got their start. Once the legendary Nikon F appeared in 1959 Japanese cameras 
commenced to rule the professional market, and as we all know today they have never looked back. 
  
But of course Leicas still had their adherents. I remember reading a story around 1962 in 
“Australian Photography” about a contest Foto Riesel (then and now a major and respected camera 
dealer in Sydney) were running to find Sydney’s oldest Leica. Whilst that competition was running 
a street photographer came into the store one day with his Leica. He did not even know about the 
contest. The reason he called in was because the rewind knob on his Leica had become so smooth 
through constant use that he was finding it difficult to grip. No problem – a new knob was fitted, 
and away he went to take goodness knows how many more photographs with his Leica, which by 
the way was not the oldest Leica that turned up. 
  
Before I get to my latest “find” I remember an article written by the late Brian Woodward in one of 
the photographic magazines. I had the privilege of knowing Brian, one of those “larger than life” 
personalities, extremely knowledgeable and generous with sharing that knowledge. He was a 
member of the Camera and Image Collectors Society in Sydney, and I especially remember one 
evening. Brian had just returned from a visit to Germany and Leitz, and had a photo of himself 
holding the “Ur Leica” made by Oskar Barnack, which Leitz had brought up from the vault to show 
him (which shows how highly Leitz regarded Brian). He says he commented on a missing screw, 
and was told: “But we don’t have the original!” In fact I bought my first Leica from Brian, of which 
more later. This particular article compared the Leica, the Contax and the Kiev, and (from memory) 
concluded with words along the lines: “The Leica is built like a watch, but is as tough as a tractor. 
The Contax is built like a watch and is delicate like a watch. The Kiev is as tough as a tractor and is 

THE LURE OF THE LEICA 
  

by Herb Parker 
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built like a tractor”. There you have it again – that Leica mystique, especially the reputation for 
precision with toughness and durability.  
  
The Leica of course was equally famous for the optical excellence of its lenses. At a Probus Club I 
once heard a talk by a former member of the RAF Pathfinder Squadron. The Pathfinders were sent 
ahead before a raid to reconnoiter intended targets, so that the bombers could find the right target. 
To do this they took aerial photographs, and for that they used Leicas. And so German cameras 
were used by British flyers to photograph German targets for British bombers – what a complicated 
war! 
  
In 1976 I was in China for the then Canton Fair, and the programme included a number of 
organized excursions. Another Australian on those excursions had a Canon Leica copy with 
collapsible lens, which he just slipped into his pocket. When he wanted to take a shot he would just 
whip it out, click the lens into place and fire away, and sometimes he would ask me for a meter 
reading (I was using a Pentax SV and a Weston Master V). I remember thinking how convenient 
this was. When you think about it that was why the Leica (and with it 35mm photography) was 
created in the first place, convenience and compactness, but to a degree we have lost a lot of that 
along the way with big and bulky SLR’s. Be that as it may that sowed a seed in my mind – it would 
be nice to have a Leica, or at least a working Leica copy. 
  
By about 1990 I had become a collector, collecting mainly Voigtländer plus whatever I could get 
my hands on, and that desire to own a Leica resurfaced. But finding one was not that easy. I didn’t 
even know then that there were Russian Leica copies. One day I bought a Zenit C, which is 
basically a Leica copy with a reflex housing, from Aldersons in Caringbah (Mark Alderson later 
bought Foto Riesel). Some time later I picked up a Zorki I somewhere, but I still wanted a genuine 
Leica. And one day around 1995 I got lucky. I was at one of the markets Barry Patterson used to run 
in Sydney, and Brian Woodward was selling a Leica IIIb with collapsible Elmar lens. It showed a 
little wear, but was in pretty good shape. I can’t remember the asking price, but it was more than I 
had with me. Then Brian spotted my Zenit C, which I was trying to sell. He said it was “the camera 
Leitz should have made but never did”, and in the end a deal was done, my Zenit plus something 
like $250 for the IIIb. At last I had my Leica. I did use it, it still works perfectly, and lens 
performance is still superb. And eventually I managed to find another Zenit C too. Over subsequent 
years I added a very nice IIIg, a Leicaflex SL and an M3, plus a fake (i.e. Russian Fed) “gold” Leica 
II as well as a few Leica copies.  
  
And that brings me to 
my latest acquisition, 
which was Item 61 at 
the APCS auction on 
the 17th of February, 
2013. It was listed as: 
  
LEICA (standard) 
#2427? Elmar f3.5/50 
1926? Now this 
camera has seen 
better days. The 
chrome has mostly 
worn off but it still 
works. As an example 
of a camera that has 
done a great amount 
of work and as an 
early model with a 
four-digit number it 
would be hard to beat ERC. There was a reserve of $100. 

Item 61 of the APCS February, 2013 auction. 
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Interesting! I started doing a bit of homework. S/N 2427 would make it a 1926 Leica I with the 
iconic “hockey stick”. I asked hard working APCS Secretary Margaret Mason a few questions 
about it, and she very obligingly sent me a photograph of the camera. It had apparently belonged to 
a professional photographer in Melbourne. It was certainly somewhat battered and it had a 
rangefinder, so it had obviously been factory modified, as was common at that time. Anyway I 
decided to bid for it as an absentee bidder, won it for $150, and a few days later the blessed item (as 
usual very well packed) turned up in the post. Of course I had a good look at it. I am certainly no 
expert on Leicas, but I consulted the reference books I have, and here is what I came up with: 
  
At first sight it is a fairly standard Leica II, and the S/N is 24274 (that last 4 is very difficult to see). 
The leather/vulcanite is in reasonable shape, but the chrome (or nickel?) is badly worn, and there is 
none left at all on the baseplate. On the top plate the nickel has been rubbed off (some time ago by 
the look of it) to make the various markings legible, and the camera has what became the normal 12 
mm “pull up” rewind knob. It also has the normal shutter release, but the little collar, which has to 
be removed before fitting a cable release is missing. Shutter speeds are1/20, 1/30, 1/40, 1/60, 1/100, 
1/200, 1/500 and Z. The locking device on the base is also missing, as is the take-up spool. The 
tripod socket shows signs of heavy use. And the camera works! It fires at every shutter speed, the 
speeds “sound” right, and the rangefinder not only works, but is accurate. It has an interchangeable 
Elmar f3.5/50 with standardized thread, S/N 145416 (S/N on these Elmars is very small and 
engraved on the front of the lens mount, on the metal ring immediately around the front element, 
and one needs a magnifying glass to read it. Interestingly the fake Elmar on my fake “gold” Leica 
does not have such a Serial Number – could that be a quick way to spot a fake?) The lens is in 
pretty good condition, and the iris diaphragm works perfectly. 
  
So where to from 
here? Let’s see: S/N 
24274 was allocated 
in 1930, for a Leica 
I. Numbers up to 
and including 
60,000 were 
allocated that year, 
so that makes it 
almost certain it 
was made in 1930 
and not later. The 
earliest Lens Serial 
Numbers listed start 
with 156001 in 
1933. Hence my 
lens 145416 was 
clearly made before 
1933, and may well 
be the original lens 
but I can’t be certain. However the camera has clearly been extensively factory upgraded. 
Obviously the rangefinder was fitted. Standardized mounts did not start until S/N 60,500, so that 
must be another later modification. There are marks on the vulcanite consistent with there having 
been a “hockey stick”, and the rewind knob and shutter release may be either original or also 
factory modified – I can’t be certain about these points from the information I have. Now I don’t 
know about anyone else, but I am very pleased with it! Its value to me is mainly as an example of a 
Leica that’s had a really hard life, but still works. As Brian Woodward put it: “as tough as a 
tractor”. 
 

Detail of the Emar f3.5/50mm lens.  

Why not tell us about your latest find at one of our auctions (or a market for that matter) and how 
it enhanced your collection? I’m sure our members and readers would like to hear about it!   Ed.
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B I L O R A 
Cameras      Han Fokkelman 

 
Once, there were two sisters and when they married 
there were two brothers in law: Wilhelm Kürbi a 
tradesman and Carl Niggeloh, chief constructor of the 
Lüdenscheider Metallworks of Oskar Fischer. 
 

Round 1900 the photographic emulsion was very slow so you needed a tripod. But the cameras 
became smaller, the 9 x 12 cm glass plates were popular, meaning that that the wooden tripods 
became too large. Carl Niggeloh solved that problem by designing a metal tripod with extending 
brass legs with the result that the firm Fischer produced in 1905 the first German metal tripod. But 
the firm had financial problems and was finished and at that moment the brothers in law took their 
chance. 
 
On the first of February 1909 the “Metallwarenfabrik Kürbi & Niggeloh” opened its doors. 
The first product was the “Perfekt” tripod that was delivered in three models: in 3 parts, 4 parts and 
5 parts. Variations were also made: extending music stands, and lamp stands.  
 
The enterprise was successful with as a result that in 1911 already the first factory building in 
Radevormwald could be involved. In 1914 it stopped, for the German army needed all the brass 
they could get, but who needed in 1918, directly after the war, tripods? They made other products 
like the clasps of files. The firm brand, Kürbi & Niggeloh, was difficult to remember so they needed 
a new name. It became BILORA: KürBI, NiggeLOh and RAdevormwald. 
 
In the mean time using the modern technical methods changed the tripods. Beside the brass they 
used aluminium to make the tripods lighter. That was necessary for the cameras became still smaller 
and the market asked for pocket tripods. In 1930 Bilora showed the smallest photo tripod in the 
world. This BILORET was 19 cm long and could grow to125 cm thanks to 10 parts. But the 
economic recession made the time difficult. They tried to survive by manufacturing other products 
like trimmers for the hairdressers, front wheel hubs for the 
bike industry, light switches and extending car antennas. 
Another new product was the box camera. They had not 
intended to become a real camera factory. They did not do 
any investment, the goal was to keep the factory in business 
and manufacture cameras with existing machinery. The 
cheap boxes were made of cardboard, so a cheap metal box 
was not possible. Probably they looked to Zeiss Ikon that had 
a good result with its expensive box Tengor. 
 
In 1935 box nr 1 appeared. It was a metal box with two 
brilliant viewfinders and a meniscus lens f11. The lens 
openings were f11 and f16, the shutter could be set on M and 
Z. It had two tripod openings for the German size that you 
could expect of a tripod factory. A cover could close the red 
window. In the same time appeared box nr 2 that had more 
possibilities. This model offered double exposure prevention. The lens was f11 but had three lens 
openings. There were three times: B, Ohne Sonne (without sun, 1/25) and Bei Sonne (with sun, 
1/50). Both boxes were totally made in the factory, the lens only was sourced from outside. 
 
With box 1 they took attention of Voigtländer that had the idea to place a box on the market. It was 
the quality of the Bilora product that resulted to deliver the Voigtländer box from 1935 till 1939. 

Bilora Box No. 2. 
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Box nr 1 got a round plate around the lens as 
Voigtländer box and a diamond plate as Bilora 
box. The last was produced from 1945 till 1950 
with another front and the name: STAHL-BOX. 
There were not many box nr 2 sold and at the 
end of 1935 we saw this changed into the 
STOP-BOX. It got the diamond front plate and 
the handles to change the lens openings and the 
shutter was placed on the side of the camera. 
The bolt to prevent double exposures was 
enlarged and became the words STOP and 
START. In some magazines it was called the 
Sperr-box but Bilora never used that name. 
 
Meanwhile the sons of Edward Kürbi and Curt Niggeloh were members of the board and the factory 
building was enlarged. In 1939, the year of the beginning of the second world war, they had more 
than one hundred employees, and products such as Stabilo and Biloret tripods were well known. 
 
Beside these tripods came the REKORD tripod and the Bilora Kino tripod. Many tripods having 
ball heads and single ball heads were also produced. The quality of these products took the attention 
of Leitz with the result that Bilora delivered to Leitz ball heads without name. In Wetzlar they got 
the Leitz brand and the necessary box.  
On the first of September 1939 the Second World War started, and that placed for Bilora, immense 
problems. Eduard Kürbi became a soldier and Curt Niggeloh, the first man in Bilora now, became 
with the enterprise under legal restraint of the state.  
 
To manufacture tripods and cameras was forbidden. They had to produce antennas and telescope 
antennas for the army. Beside they had to produce ignitions for shells, a product that was already 
produced by Agfa in Munich. They got the order to build a factory in Rankweil in Vorarlberg 
(Austria) to produce ignitions for the army needed shells. This operation must be pre-payed by 
Bilora, a part of the investment they never saw back. In 1943 Wilhelm Kürbi died. The family still 
survived the war, the factory was not damaged as it was situated outside the town. The factory in 
Rankweil was lost. 
 
At the end of 1945 the production started 
with: tripods, air pumps and water controls 
for taps. In the beginning of 1946 they 
started with the Stahl box but it became time 
to design a new model. The first box 
cameras of the second 6 x 9 generation 
appeared in 1948 and were sold very well 
till 1960. By then the time of 6 x 9 box 
cameras was over. In March 1956 Bilora 
produced its 6 x 9 cm box camera no 1 000 
000 that was sold under its own brand.  
 
The first boxes of 1948 were the Stahl-box, 
the Blitz-box B and the Wardette. All had the same design: a right-angled front with the release 
down-left. You had to press the release knob to your body and that gave less chance for movement. 
Down-right is a round disc with B and M. The tripod mount was on the bottom only. The Wardette 
was the same camera but with the flash contact on the same side as the transport knob. This camera, 
with its own front, was for the American Montgomery Ward. The Blitz-box B was a simple box 
too, but had on the top the fitting to use the special Bilora flash. The lens could be set on f11 and 
f16. There appeared another version for the normal flash apparatus and the lens could be set from 2 
m to infinity. This camera had two tripod fittings. 

Voigtländer and Bilora comparison.  

Stahl, Standard and Blitzbox B. 
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The Color-box with its diamond front looked like the pre war cameras but was now with flash. The 
lens was the Rodenstock Achromat f9 and the lens openings were 9-12.5-16. The Standard box of 
1952 was the successor of the Stahl box and got a brother: Standard Synchro Box that could be used 
with the Bilora flash; under the lens you could read: synchro-flash. In the Special-Box was a built in 
portrait lens. 
 
The Blitz Box D took attention. This camera had no brilliant viewfinders but a long Newton 
viewfinder on the side of the camera. There was the f11 and f16 and a connection for the Bilora 
flash. This camera looked well on the Micro-Box without viewfinder that could be placed on a 
microscope. This type had f11 only and was delivered with its viewfinder box in a case as a 
complete set. The viewfinder box had the meniscus lens only and a ground glass in the back to 
focus the microscope. 

The first 6 x 6 cm camera, the Bonita 66, appeared in 1951. 
They called it a twin lens reflex box, but it was a common box 
with a very large brilliant viewfinder. The f9 lens could be set 
for 9-11-16 and could be used from 1 meter to inf. The B-M 
was done via the lens ring and you could cock the shutter. The 
rear side was rounded and placed the film in a better position to 
the lens. Removing the entire side of the camera could change 
the film. Typical point: there were two flash contacts. One for 
the Bilora flash and one for the normal flash, but there was no 
flash shoe. This camera appeared on the American market as 
Tower Flash 120. The 6 x 9 cm version appeared in 1953. You 
did not have to cock the shutter any more. The distance 1m-inf. 
was gone. New was the fold up viewfinder hood and, thanks to 
this, it became possible to use the viewfinder without problems 

with sunshine. The name of the camera was simple: Bonita and later as extra text: synchro-flash. 
There were also cameras with: Bonita Elektra on the viewfinder hood. 
 
The production of quality cameras took the attention of Gevaert who 
were looking for a better product than they got from the Wolf 
factory. Bilora designed, especially for Gevaert, the Gevabox 11 that 
appeared in 1955. It was another Bonita. The rear was rounded; you 
could change the film by removing the side of the camera. The 
viewfinder and the release were placed on the top of the camera. The 
lens openings were 11 and 16 while the times were 100-50-B. The 
only tripod mount is under the camera, there was a flash connection 
and the flash shoe was mounted on the viewfinder. For this camera 
was an ever-ready case delivered that holds the camera thanks to the 
tripod mount and a push-button on the front. This push-button was 

placed for the Gevaert nameplate so 
you can hardly find a camera with an 
undamaged nameplate. This Gevabox 11 was the last box produced 
by Bilora. 
 
Beside these models for the 120 films they produced a camera for 
the 127 film, the BOY. The firm Biesterfeld & Stolting produced 
the Bakelite housing; Bilora did the rest of the manufacturing. It 
was a simple camera with a meniscus f11 lens and the box shutter 
with T and M. Beside the viewfinder were two strap lugs with a 
cord, the camera was black with a light ring round the lens as 
decoration, even the transport knob was lighter. Soon the camera 
got a tripod connection. Some cameras were nicer, they had a 
coloured ring round the lens and the name was in gold. Later 

Bilora Bonita 66. 

Gevaert Box. 

The BOY, for 127 film.  
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appeared the LUXUS-BOY in wine red bakelite, with BOY in light letters and a turning lens ring 
from1.50 m to inf. 
Eduard Kürbi was one of the participants of the first export trip of the German photo industry to the 
US. He came back with an order of Sears Roebuck & Co for 250,000 Boy cameras under the name 
“Tower-Box”. Thanks to this order they installed in Radevormwald the first conveyor belt and 
enlarged the factory. In numbers there were more than two million Boy cameras produced, but it is 
strange that you can hardly find them on our camera markets. In that case the price is higher than 
you should expect after this mass production. In 1957 appeared the Luxus-Boy and the Luxus-Blitz-
Boy for the 120 film. It was the same camera under two different names. Both were wine red and 
suitable for 6 x 6 cm and 4.5 x 6 cm exposures. They had a large viewfinder, golden name and a hot 
shoe. 
 
Bilora had great expectations of the photo market 
and looked on a total different way to the camera 
production than fifteen years earlier. Was the 
camera production at that time a possibility to keep 
the employees on work, now it was possible to 
make of it a basis production of the factory. Beside 
the tripod production, the camera production had to 
carry the enterprise. The result was the interesting for a 35 mm camera that appeared in 1949 
already, the RADIX. 
With the Radix 35 mm camera could you make 16 exposures of 24 x 24 mm on a Karat film. The 
advantage of this Agfa Karat cartridge, of the thirties, was that you did not have to rewind the film. 
That was easy for the consumer and cheaper for the camera manufacturer. The 24 x 24 mm size 
needed a 38 mm or 40 mm lens that made the camera smaller. 
The first camera had an Anastigmat f5.6/40 mm and an iris lens opening. The shutter was of the T-
M type and was cocked by transporting the film. The release was on the top of the camera. All the 
Radix cameras could be used with a wire release. 
The next Radix cameras that appeared in 1950 were: 
Radix 35   with a Biloxar f3.5/38 mm. 
Radix 56 B       Biloxar f5.6/38 mm and sometimes f5.6/40 mm. 
Radix 56 E       Enna f5.6/45 mm. 
Radix 56 A      Biloxar f5.6/40 mm with flash and accessory shoe 
Radix 35 B       Biloxar f3.5/40 mm and accessory shoe 
Radix 35 S       Schneider Radionar f3.5/38 mm and accessory shoe 
Radix BH       Biloxar f3.5/38 mm with the own designed shutter B-1/2-1/10-1/25-1/50-1/200 sec. 
The first part of the BH series had one flash connection; the other part had two connections signed 
with F and X. 
Radix 35 SH     Schneider Radionar f3.5/38 mm, rest as BH 
Radix 56 BH     Biloxar f5.6/38 mm as BH with two flash connections. 
In order of the Swiss-France firm “Richard” appeared the RICHARD with Biloxar-Anastigmat 
f5.6/38 mm and a simple shutter. 
The Radix series was produced till 1955. Agfa and Bilora discovered in those days that, outside 
Germany, nobody was waiting for the Karat cartridge. They stopped the production and when Agfa 
started with the Rapid system as an answer to the Kodak Kodapak film, Bilora was interested in the 
126 cartridge only. 
 
Soon it was clear that the time of the 
big boxes was over. The trend was 
the direction of a simple camera with 
a bellow of removable tube. In 1954 
appeared the “BELLA”, a camera 
for eight 4 x 6.5 cm exp. on the 127 
film, priced under the Box Tengor of 
Zeiss Ikon.  

The 35mm Radix.  

Bella 46 and 44 Grey. 
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In size, this camera looked like a 35 mm camera. The lens was an achromat f9 mounted on a spring 
tube, the distance could be set from 1,5 m till inf. The box shutter had B and M, there was a Newton 
viewfinder and a flash contact. In one word: a modern box. A year later the format was reduced till 
4 x 6 cm, the lens focus was some smaller so they could remove the tube. The Bella 46 was born. 
The whole camera was removed. The top was of light metal, the lens openings were f 8 and f 11. 
The shutter gave B-1/50-1/100 as indications. The camera was to order in black or grey-blue. A 
short time later the Bella 44 followed for 12 exp. on the 127 film. Later these cameras had a large 
viewfinder to follow the trend in the camera industry. Beside the black, and grey blue, also came the 
grey cameras. These success stories were in production till the end of the sixties. How many they 
produced is unknown, but in 1959, when the factory had existed 50 years, Bella number 500,000 
was produced. The enterprise had in those days 400 employees and exported to 97 countries.  
 
The Italian Ferrania bought in 1954 a lot of parts of the Bella 4 x 6.5 and built with these parts the 
Ferrania Bella. It is strange to read “Ferrania Patent” under the lens. In 1955 we saw the Bella 44 

back as the Ferrania Ibis 44. The German firm 
Kauffhof got the Reporter-max 11, a Bella 46 with 
small viewfinder, black with grey covered and a box 
shutter. The Revue 4x4 with a Biloscop f11 and a 
box shutter was a Bella 44. 
 
In the US was ANSCO the large dealer of these 
cameras under the name: ANSCO-LANCER. It was 
the Bella 44 with large viewfinder, first with f11 and 
later with f8.The shutter was 1/50-1/100, the B 
possibility was not used. The flash was called: 
Anscoflash VIa. 
 
For a short time the Bella 44 and the Bella 46 were 

delivered with an exposure meter. They screwed a simple selenium exposure meter on the camera 
body. You could read: Bright-Hazy - Caution. With Bright you had to use the shutter time 1/100, 
with Hazy the 1/50 and with Caution you knew it was too dark 
for a good picture. Ansco had the same cameras. 
 
In this time they understood that beside the metal construction, 
plastic parts could play a role. Therefore they bought machinery 
to produce plastic products. Beside tripods and cameras they also 
delivered parts to other factories like gear levers for cars and car 
seats, articles with the combination of metal and plastic. The first 
camera that was produced almost of plastic was the BELLINA, a 
camera for 12 exp. on the 127 film. It should become the last 127 
camera. It had a square tube that must be taken off, the release 
was into the body till the tube came out, than the release raised. The film was transported by quick 
transport handle. There were two versions. The Bellina Standard, of 1962, had a box shutter and 
lens f11. Also in 1963 came a Bellina with a Biloxar f5.6 and with the shutter times: B,1/30,1/60, 
1/125. This camera was delivered in black or grey. If you compare the Bellina with the Bella, the 
latter with its 360 gram a heavy weight to the Bellina with its 160 gram. This camera was mostly 
delivered in a presentation case with the flash and the flashbulbs. Later they called this camera with 
case the Auto-Bellina that could be stored in the glove compartment of your car. Easy for accident 
reporting. In those days the police did not have Polaroid cameras yet, and a photo gave a better view 
on the situation than a written paper. 
 
As the oldest tripod factory Bilora had a good position on the world market. Beside the Biloret 
pocket tripods they had the Stabilo series with the bestseller nr 1114, a four parts with the height of 
125 cm and a ball head. Its flat legs as opposed to the normal round shape could identify this tripod. 
The first leg was covered by plastic with the result that these tripods still looked fine.  

Ansco Lancer with exposure meter. 

Bellina, 12 exp. On 127 film.  
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Also came the Rotax, the Profilo and the Rotakin series. Many had a centre 
column and a cine head. The Futura factory asked in 1954 if Bilora would 
manufacture two Futura cameras for them. The drawings were already signed but 
from a commercial view they did not start the production. The same occurred 
with Finetta, they had to close their doors and tried to bring the production of the 
Bolsey 8 to Bilora. The Bolsey 8 was a camera for 25 feet single 8 mm film in its 
own cartridge, to make pictures and movie. The shutter speed ran from 1/5- to 
1/600 sec. with still picture. For movies the film speed was 16 fr/s  and the 
shutter speed 1/50. This camera was more a registration apparatus than an 
amateur camera. Bilora made a prototype with a preset tele lens but saw that the 
investment should become to high. The Fam. Niggeloh left the enterprise in 
1964, the name was not changed, but was 100% owned by the Kürbi family. 
Eduard Kürbi became director, Kurt Eduart Kürbi did the selling and Wolfgang 

Kürbi oversaw the technical division. 
 
In the year of the jubilee, 1959, they would try to get a 
place between the 35 mm camera manufacturers. It was a 
difficult market with competitors like: Adox, Agfa, Balda, 
Braun, Dacora (Ilford sportsman) and Regula, if we looked 
to the German makers only. The Bella 46 was the model 
for the BELLA 35 with a small viewfinder and the B, 1/50, 
1/100 shutter. The lens was the Rodenstock Trinar 
f5.6/45mm, or in other words: a hardly to sell product. 
After a short time a camera replaced it with a large 
viewfinder and the Rodenstock Trinar f2.8/45 mm lens. As 
shutter they used the Vario and the Pronto.  
 
A year later, 1960, came the Bonita 24 x 36 that stayed in production for two years with the result 
that we can hardly find them now. This camera had a built-in but not coupled selenium exposure 
meter. The lenses were the Isconar f2.8/45 mm and the Isconar f3.9/45 mm. Another camera that 
was very short in production was the Auto Bella with the Trinar f2.8/45 mm lens in combination 
with the Prontor-matic shutter and a coupled 
exposure meter. 
 
As the box period came to its finish, Bilora had to 
bring cameras on the market that looked more like 
the cameras made by the competitors. Those were 
the Agfa Isola, Baldixette of Balda, Dignette of 
Dacora etc. In 1956 they released the Bella 66, a 
simple tube camera with a box shutter and a 
meniscus f11. In 1959 this camera was improved with a B-1/50-1/100 shutter and an achromat f8. 
The lens openings were: total open and yellow filter. This yellow filter was not a good idea in a 
time that the colour negative film became popular. Even Agfa made with its Agfa Clack the same 
mistake. This Bella was delivered in black and grey. The Bella 11 had the possibility to adjust the 
distance from 1.50 m. But the tube was not a nice idea. They decided to bring the front advance to 
get a camera without tube. The 4x4 cm size is still popular so they decided to make this BELLA DC 
4 suitable for 16 exp. 4x4 cm on the normal 120 film. For the amateur who got their prints that gave 
no problems but the amateur that made slides had problems with mounting his slides for he/she had 
on two sides black film left. Therefore came the slide-tong to press the slide out of the film. The 
first Bella DC 4 had an achromat f8/70 mm and could be set from 1.50 m. The shutter was B-1/50-
1/100. Soon came two other Bella DC 4 types now with a Rodenstock Trinar f3.5/55 mm that made 
the front shorter. The shutters were the Vario and the Pronto with self-timer. All the DC 4 cameras 
were delivered in black and in grey. These cameras took the attention of Gevaert who ordered in 
1960 the Geva 66. It was a simple DC 4. The lens was a meniscus f11 with f11 and f16, the shutter 
was the box type. They were not to get in all the countries where Gevaert sold its products. 

Bella 35. 

Bella 6x6 and 4x4 on 120. 
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The simplified Bella 66 appeared in 1962 in black and grey. 
The lens was the Biloscop F8 with symbols. The shutter 
times were B-1/50-1/100 and you could not make double 
exposures. The release could only be used if the film was 
transported. Also came the Bellaluxa 4x4, the same camera 
for 4x4 cm exposures. This camera had a built in flash for PF 
and AG bulbs. But they found out that to produce cameras 
did not give enough profit. 
 
They designed a camera for the 126 cartridges but did not bring it into production. Kodak asked 
US.25¢ patent rights for using the 126 cartridge and Sylvania asked US.25¢ patent rights to use the 
flash cube. This half dollar was a heavy weight if you would produce cameras in competition with 
the Kodak Instamatics.  

 
Zeiss Ikon would produce 126 cameras but did not 
want to buy new machinery for using plastics. To their 
surprise they found a producer in Bilora. Bilora 
produced the Zeiss Ikon Ikomatic cameras that must be 
delivered under the Zeiss Ikon name only. To produce 
under their own label was not allowed. The Ikomatic F 
with a Frontar or Color Citar lens with symbols 
appeared in 1964. The shutter speed was 1/90 sec. and 

could be reduced to 1/30 if the Ag flash holder was opened. Soon appeared the Ikomatic A, with the 
selenium exposure meter that made the camera automatic. The hot shoe was to use if you put the 
shutter from A to Flash. The Ikomatic CF was to use with flashcubes. For the Canadian market 
these cameras appeared with a “wooden look” front. After the end of the contract we saw the 
Ikomatic F as Bilomatic F. The lens was called: Color Bilotar. The Bilomatc C was to use with the 
flashcube and the Bilomatic CA had the automatic selenium exposure system built in. This 
Bilomatic CA we can find back as Revue-matic 350ca of the firm Quelle. The Bilomatic C and CA 
were also to get the “wooden look”. 
 

The BILOMATIC-X for the 126 cartridge 1962 would become 
the last Bilora camera. It had a Bilotar with symbols. The 
shutter was to set on Sun or Flash, on the top of the camera a 
flashcube could be placed. But the camera was unique, you 
could make the camera smaller by push-in the body if you don’t 
use it. In the same time the lens was protected and a case was 
not necessary. This design took attention with the result that 
Yashica brought a number of these cameras as Yashica Minipak 
on the market. The lens was still called: Bilotar. This is one of 
the single times that a Japanese factory sold cameras made in 
Germany. Only Fuji tried it with a number of brown coloured 

Balda 104 cameras in Holland. Olympus was impressed too but discovered that Bilora had forgotten 
to patent this construction. Olympus used this construction with the LT-1, the AF-1 Twin and the 
XA. The cooperation with Yashica resulted in a Yashica Elektro 35 GT that was sold in a set with 
the Bilora table tripod, that made an enlarging of the tripod production in Radevormwald necessary. 
 
Hereafter they decided to produce tripods and parts for other factories only. But as 3M asked to 
produce a photocopier they built a new factory and produced from August 1973 till March 1975 
60,000 3M copiers. If 3M stopped with this article they got room free. Meanwhile they had a lot of 
experience with carbon products and that needed new machinery. In 1991 they moved the tripod 
production, with the machinery, from Radevormwald to Taiwan. That was good for the competition 
and they needed room in Radevormwald. To day it is still a family enterprise, which is small 
enough to react soon on each typical wish. Bilora is still on the market, but without cameras.  

Bellaluxa 4x4 and Bella 66. 

Zeiss Ikomatic and Bilomatic.  

 
Bilomatic-X. 
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COW CAMERAS REVISITED ...... or....  

A CLASSY COW ...  or.... Another Cow of a Camera!      Lyle Curr. 

Now those of you who read or suffered through my 
little treatise on the “Cow Camera” back in 
September 2012 , Issue No. 87, this may please or 
appease you. Most of the Cow Cameras were by 
their nature junk, and while some had novelty 
appeal, and actually took pictures, the plastic 
fantastics had really a very low steak on 
photographic claims. (Bad cow pun intended!!)  

But the cow camera has gone 
classy, or at least the photographic 
promotional cow has. Well mooo've 
over toy and Lomo camera 
collectors. I just herd through the 
bovine that a Cow now graces the 
Nikon herd. So pastureize over this 
rather cute, soft, fluffy animal that 
adds an udder dimension to 
Nikonness. Apparently a 2002 
offering at the time of the release of 
the very bovid (go on, look it up) 
camera, the Nikon F or N 55. This 
article is not milking the pros and 
cons of the F 55, rather bringing to 
your attention the fact that Nikon 
thought is classy enough to use a 
cow in their promotion. If you think 
its a lot of bull, just check the 
genuine Nikon brand.  

Pic 1. The Nikon Cow and its Calf..... 
eeerrr camera! Pic 2. The Nikon Cow. 

Pic 3. The Nikon Brand. 
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EXPANDING THE LIMITS:  
TESTING “POP”, “TRIP” & “LUMIX”.     John Fleming. 
 
 
The Konica Pop, the Olympus Trip and the cheapest digital Lumix are all simple cameras that 
perform well within their parameters, but can with a few tricks, be made to give amazing results. 
Gathering up three such examples, I recently put them through their paces to see what could be 
done. Starting with the Konica Pop 35, which Lyle Curr so well described, in a past issue of “Back 
Focus”, let’s just examine the basic technical details we need to know so we can then manipulate 
them to our advantage. 
 
The Pop has an excellent Tessar type 4 element Hexanon 
lens of 36 mm focal length and aperture of f:4. The 
downside is being fixed focus at 9.2 feet, but to some 
extent this can be remedied. There is only ONE shutter 
speed, but a sensible 1/125th second. It is possible to 
actually select 3 different apertures (F:4 wide open, F:8 or 
F:16) by manipulating the ASA dial and the flash…read 
on. A further disadvantage is NO external flash synch., but 
this can also be modified easily. The lens has a 43 mm 
filter thread, an odd size easily changed with a step-up ring 
to 49, 52 etc. If you fit a hood, keep in mind the short focal 
length of the Pop and use one originally designed for a 35 
mm wide angle. That covers the tech specs, so here’s how 
we gain some degree of control over this “plastic fantastic”. 
Pic 1 
 
As there is no meter, all the ASA film speed setting does is select two different apertures, or wide 
open. It depends then on which film speed you select and if the inbuilt micro flash is “on” or “off”. 
Further, pushing a lever near lens mount selects F:16 for close-up WITH inbuilt flash on. To save 
an hour of brain fade and if you don’t have the instruction book to aid the calculations, here’s how.  
 
                         1/125 sec at F:4---set to 100ASA---turn flash “on” 
                         1/125 sec at F:8---set to 100ASA---turn flash “off” 
                         1/125 sec at F:8---set to 400ASA---turn flash “on” 
                         1/125 sec at F:16--set to 400 ASA--turn flash “off” 
                         1/125 sec at F:16--set to 400ASA-- flash “on” & lever toward lens. 
 
If you wish to use auxiliary close-ups (sets of 3 or 4 usually available cheaply at APCS markets and 
auctions) the following shows focus distances (ON THE POP AT 9.2 FT FIXED FOCUS) with the 
common single element meniscus lenses. 
 
                         0.5 Dioptre---------------------------------44 ½ inches 
                         1 Dioptre-----------------------------------28 ¾ inches 
                         2 Dioptre-----------------------------------16 ½ inches 
                         3 Dioptre-----------------------------------11 ¾ inches 
                         4 Dioptre-------------------------------------9.0 inches 
 
To coax the shortsighted Pop to focus on infinity a negative (minus) Dioptre lens is required. 
Delving into my 1944 “Optics by Arthur Cox”, and also examining the focus travel of a 35 mm 
Nikkor between 9 feet and infinity to glean one of the variables of the equation, I then did some 
calculations. I think a negative (minus) 2.26 Dioptre correction lens would bring the Pop’s lens 
from about 9ft to infinity. Am I right? Here’s a challenge for the more technical members…let’s be 
hearing from you! Negative auxiliary lenses were popular before 1940, mainly for increasing the 

Pic 1. Konica Pop with Metz 45CT1,  
close-up lenses & adaptor ring,  

Weston III meter. 
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focal length of standard lenses, accompanied by a considerable increase in bellows extension. Two 
once popular types were the Zeiss “Distar” and the Voigtlander “Focarlinsen”. 
 
I mainly use 200 ASA (ISO in modern terminology of 
course) film and utilise an exposure meter to check out 
the lighting conditions, and then manipulate the POP as 
near as possible to suit. Coupling a useable electronic 
flash requires a bit of lateral thinking. I taped a small 
“National” flash trigger slave cell near the Pop’s inbuilt 
micro flash, first taping a layer of bond copy paper over 
the flash to subdue it. This eliminates any “red eye” and 
also shields the slave cell somewhat from a direct blast! 
Pic 2 Unfortunately, an optical trigger will NOT work off 
inbuilt flash on a digital compact camera with no external 
flash contacts as these cameras give one or more small pre-flashes which mean the shutter is still 
closed , but your slave cell doesn’t know this and the auxiliary flash fires prematurely. Not having 
external flash synch contacts is a major design fault with so many digitals in the under $800 price 
bracket…it must be addressed. 
 
Meanwhile, our Konica 
Pop fitted up to a 
medium powered Metz 
45CT1 starts to become 
quite viable. Initial tests 
with the Pop showed 
great promise, both in 
daylight (at quite 
moderate distances 
considering the fixed 
focus) Pic 3 and using close-up lenses. Pic 4, Pic 5 In this guise I 
decided one afternoon to take it and some other flash gear to cover a 70th 
birthday party that evening. Crazy maybe, but having the focus locked at 
9.2 feet is acceptable for shooting in a couple of typical rooms, and 
knowing I could select F:8, decided to take also two Metz two piece 
402’s which run on 6 volt gel cells (oldies but unbeatable) and a small 
palm sized flash on a little base, all 3 extra flashes fitted with the super 
sensitive Metz slave cells.  
 
The set-up was a Metz 402 in each of the two main rooms, bouncing off 
ceiling and the smaller flash used direct here and there on shelves, 
window sills etc as a back or highlight. The 45CT1 main flash (it has a 
swivel head) on camera was used mostly bounced off sidewall or 
ceiling, triggering the others wherever I went. The powerful old 402’s 
can be switched on and will run all night, as they have “standby” 

circuitry and big batteries. 
As expected, a quick flash 
meter check when I 
arrived showed exposure 
was almost constant f:8 
everywhere, so away the 
meter went. I shot three 
36-exposure rolls, had a 
good time, and was paid 
for many reprints and 
several 12x15’s… all from 

Pic 2. Small National PE slave cell  
taped near inbuilt flash. 

Pic 3. Surprisingly crisp at medium 
distance with the Pop. Pic 4. Taken with the Pop at 9 inches 

with close-up lens, flash & daylight. 

Pic 5. “Dusty” models for 
the Konica. Number 1 

close-up lens and flash. 

Pic 6. Birthday celebrations, two bounced 
flashes and f:8 

Pic 7. More birthday proceedings 
using the multiple Metz flashes. 
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a Konica Pop. Pic 6, Pic 7 Being kind, I expect the inherent softness of being stuck on 9.2 feet and 
the sophisticated lighting added to the “glamour” effect for the mature attendees! Pic 8 
 
The Olympus Trip 35 is another point n’ shoot, but a very smart 
metal one and quite advanced. It also has an excellent lens, a Zuiko 
40 mm F:2.8, again along Tessar 4 element construction. The 
shutter has 2 speeds, 1/200th sec and 1/40th sec. In the “Auto” 
mode it runs at either speed depending on the light conditions. 
There is a selenium cell requiring no batteries which adjusts the 
aperture from F:2.8 to F:22. In the “Flash” manually set aperture 
position, the shutter is limited to 1/40th only, although even then 
the meter is still coupled, presumably to compensate for any 
excess ambient light when just using flash. Clever, but you need to 
be aware of all these modes to get the best out of it. The lens has a 
front element focusing from infinity down past 1 meter to 3 feet. 
Wait, there’s more…it has X flash synch hot shoe AND a pro style 
coax PC socket too! Added to these essential features there is a 
cable release facility in the shutter release button. A very full range 
of ASA (ISO) film speeds from 25 to 400 are selectable for the 
exposure meter surrounding the lens. Finally, the entire camera is 
beautifully made and looks quite classy. Pic 9 Short of being hit by 
a train or direct nuclear impact, it should go forever. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Loading up with film and adding a useful auto flash on a 
comfortable L grip, the test shots proved the Trip was an 
excellent performer under all conditions. Pic 10, Pic 11, 
Pic 12, Pic 13 My camera has been slightly modified by 
adding an old filter ring to rim of lens which acts as an 
adaptor to 49 mm, a common size. Close up lenses, other 
filters and a lens hood all fit easily. The short hood I found 
doesn’t vignette the 40 mm lens. I use my Weston exposure 
meter sometimes as a guide when using fill flash. As in 
daylight the Trip is in “Auto” mode, you have to estimate 
the aperture to enable reasonable fill flash. Meter set to 
film speed in use and shutter speed known of 1/200th sec, a 

Pic 8. Soft even lighting and a 
“Hollywood” glamour lens effect 

worked wonders. 

Pic 9. Olympus Trip with lenshood, grip, small 
flash, close-up lenses, cable release & meter. 

Pic 10. The backing test!  
Crisp result with the Trip. 

Pic 11. Welding taken with daylight and 
flash. Very acceptable result from the Trip. 
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quick check gives some idea of what’s going on inside the Trip. Because this camera has a full 
focusing lens, calculating film plane to subject distance when using various close-up lenses is easy 
by reference to the chart. Of course, this chart may be used for ANY make of camera. Pic 14 
 
Finally, all 
this 
tinkering 
isn’t 
confined to 
film 
cameras. A 
low priced 
Lumix 
digital 
compact 
costing 
around $120 
new a 
couple of 
years ago 
has been 
used for 
handy shots, 

and a while ago I wondered what 
would occur if I added an auxiliary 
macro type of lens. Seeing a 34 mm 
lens I had scrounged from a 
dismantled Microfiche reader, it was 
quickly taped over front element of the 
Lumix zoom lens. Pic 15 With this 
strange adaptation, and a sturdy tripod, 
I was able to approach within 19 mm 
or ¾ inch of my subject and obtained 
this interesting shot. Pic 16 And, 
incredibly, the light source was just a 
40-watt table lamp…very close to the 
subject. After that, you would have to 
conclude it was: 
“EXPANDING THE LIMITS”! 

Pic 12. Bright sunlight and shade fill in flash. 
Trip excels. 

Pic 13. Horror lighting and No. 2 close-up lens 
with the Trip transforms Gerry Gee Junior! 

Pic 14. Handy chart suits any camera. 

Pic 15. Lumix digital with auxiliary 34 mm 
micro lens taped on. 

Pic 16. Modified Lumix at approx.  
19 mm (3/4 inch) subject distance. 
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VALE Bryan Keown - Born 10th May 1944 - Died 10th February 2013 
 
Bryan grew up in Brisbane at Indooroopilly, his maritime interest started when he became a 
member of the Indooroopilly Canoe Club. This started Bryan’s love of the water and the sea; after 
leaving school he joined the RAN as a junior recruit at HMAS Leeuwin. 
Bryan decided whilst he liked the sea he wasn’t prepared to spend the rest of his life in the Navy. A 
career move into the fishing industry and completion of a gas fitters course prepared Bryan for his 
next career opportunity in New Guinea involved with managing bulk gas cargoes. 
After New Guinea Bryan worked briefly in New Zealand and then back to Australia for another 
stint in the fishing industry this time in the Gulf of Carpentaria.   
In the early seventies Bryan decided to settle down and get married and joined the administration 
staff at the Brisbane RNA showgrounds taking the position of Registrar where he stayed until his 
retirement. Bryan had two children Scott and Louisa who are now Lawyers. 

1988 the Royal Geographical Society of Australasia decided there was a need to erect a monument 
at the geographical center of Australia as a Bicentennial of Federation project. Bryan being a 
member of this society went on this expedition. 

Another one of Bryan’s passions was history and in 
particular Brisbane, he had quite a good display of 
images of events like the 1974 floods in Brisbane.  

Brian’s first Cameraholics meeting was November 2008 
and joined in January 2009.  
Brian’s interest in Photographica covered a wide variety 
of aspects. His main passion was cameras that were 
different; he collected Russian, stereo and anything that 
was not conventional. That’s not to say he didn’t collect 
mainstream examples; his collection including Leica, 
Kodak and Zeiss to name but a few. This passion was 
augmented with Brian’s regular voluntary Photographica 
displays around various Brisbane City Council libraries 
where he would launch a display featuring interesting 
cameras in display cases complete with informational 
labels. 
His lounge room at Kedron was dedicated to his main 
passion Photographica but included his other passions 
including some examples of maritime memorabilia, 
ship’s sextants, brass telescopes and pocket knives. My 
favorite item was a glass top occasional table that 
featured a collection of cameras in a tray protected by the 
glass top; this was truly a conversation piece. He also had 
a studio camera and would also feature various cameras 
complete with a telephoto lens sitting on a tripod. 
He was also quite skilled in manufacturing small items for parts to restore a camera on his lathe; in 
fact Brian had a very good workshop in his garage at his unit at Kedron. 
Brian championed the concept of horizontal and vertical collectors; he would site himself and other 
collectors such as Sandy Barrie as examples of horizontal collectors, if it was Photographica it was 
a candidate for inclusion in the collection. On the other hand he remarked that Gordon McLellan 
and myself were prime examples of vertical collectors with an interest in only Pentax in Gordon’s 
case and Nikon in my case, this was a regular subject for discussion.  
Over the last couple of years we would regularly go to Shorncliffe to photograph ships waiting to 
enter the Port of Brisbane and then off to Redcliffe for lunch. After lunch we visited Peter Goed at 
the “Vintage Aussie Movies” for numerous cup of Peter’s coffee and reminisce about the way 
things were, on the way home we would have a chat with Nigel Wright who was managing a store 
nearby. 
Cameraholics will miss Bryan’s involvement in club activities; he was an enthusiastic member. 

Brian’s favorite past time - photographing
large ships in and around the Port of
Brisbane. Thanks to Renate Hottmann-
Schaefer for this photograph. 
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ZEISS IKON MOVIKON 16 – A PREWAR DREAM CAMERA       Keith Head 

Most Australian amateur moviemakers are familiar with the Bolex H16 series of cameras, 
introduced in its simplest form in 1935 and improved out of mind over the next 40 years. Its quality, 
versatility and value made it the dream camera for serious amateurs and semi-pros. Consequently 
there are many examples now available for the cine collector. However, there was another dream 
camera available in the1930’s, which boasted many features not then available on the Bolex. This 
was the Zeiss Ikon Movikon 16, introduced in 1932 (per Lossan’s “Movie Cameras”, but McKeown 
says c1935) and not often seen on the Australian collectables market, presumably because it was so 
expensive. I have a 1937 Zeiss London catalogue listing the Movikon 16 with f1.4 Sonnar lens at 
£98:10:0. At the time a Contax II with Sonnar F2 was listed at £50:10:0. The camera also has a 
couple of fundamental weaknesses, which I shall come to later. 

Serious amateur movie makers, more so than professionals, looked for camera features which let 
them do in-camera the sort of tricks that the pros could get done later by a laboratory. This is why a 
camera like the Movikon 16 is more complicated (but not more expensive) than, say, a professional 
Arriflex of the same vintage. The two major facilities it has over simpler movie cameras are (a); 
provision for winding the film back and then double exposing for superimpositions, and (b); it has a 
variable shutter which enables exposure to be varied independently of aperture and running speed. 
On top of that it has Zeiss quality and a host of minor features, which added to its attraction for the 
user then and for the collector now. 

The camera is no lightweight at 2.75kg with standard lens and unloaded. Dimensions are 70mm 
wide X 210mm high X 190mm deep with standard lens and lenshood.  

Using these numbered illustrations from the catalogue, I have worked out how to operate my 1938 
version of this camera.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 18 is the handle to wind the spring motor, shown folded flat with its grip hidden in a recess at top. 
A full wind takes fifty turns of the handle and will run the camera for about six meters of film, 

equal to about 45 seconds at 16 fps. 24 is the main start/stop 
control; it must be held in all the time, the camera stops when it 
is released. 

23 is the spindle into which the rewind handle fits. It can wind 
forwards without restriction or backwards the length of 
unwound motor spring. Each turn moves two frames of film. 
The unnumbered door to the right of 20 opens to the variable 
shutter (photo A) which can be set at 180°, 90°, 45° and 20°, Photo A.  
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but not while running. An accessory fade-in and out iris diaphragm arrangement was available for 
the f1.4 Sonnar for £5:0:0. Later versions of the camera did have a slider control to vary the shutter 
angle while running. 

14 is the standard Sonnar f1.4/2.5cm lens (photos B1 & B2) in a special bayonet mount which 
couples with the rotating wedge rangefinder 13. This has a bright and clear coincident image (photo 
C). 15 is the focussing lever; the chrome knob at nine o’clock releases the bayonet catch. Both the 
rangefinder and its peep sight slide back level with the body when not in use. 

16 is a right-angled 
viewfinder eyepiece which can alternate with the 

conventional rear eyepiece. Front viewfinder window 12 is etched 
for alternative lens lengths and adjusts for parallax as you focus 
with either the standard 2.5cm f1.4 Sonnar or a 7.5cm f4 Sonnar. 
Other lenses were available but did not couple with the 
rangefinder. The widest-angle lens on offer was a non-focussing 
f2.7/1.5cm Tessar for £7:15:0; the longest was an f6.3/18cm Tele 
Tessar at £32:12:6. Critical framing could be done through a 
peephole 9 (photo D), which opens to a prism behind the film 
gate. Normally the camera stops with the shutter closed, so to use 
this the variable shutter must be set to its open position by an 
additional control on the right side of the camera just above the shutter door. The resulting image is 
not magnified and is hard to see, but Zeiss offered a focussing magnifier for £2:15:0. This method 
of TTL viewing was possible because most 1930’s film did not have opaque backing; the 
unexposed film was semi-transparent. 

17 is a control for setting pre-determined shot lengths, up to 
six meters. It can be used in conjunction with a delayed 
action control 21. The catch at 11 can hold a scrap of paper, 
which will drop when the delayed shot starts. On my 1938 
model a socket for a cable release is next to the catch (photo 
E), no doubt added because of complaints about the lack of a 
continuous run facility. 

 

19 is the main footage counter which must be reset 
manually. Control 20 gives a choice between run 
or single picture. Slider 22 sets the film running 
speed at 12, 16, 24 or 64 frames per second. 

On the rear of the body (photo F) is an exposure 
guide and a table of effective shutter speeds for 
different combinations of running speed and 
variable shutter angle. 

Photo B1. 
Photo B2. 

Photo D. 

Photo C.

Photo E. 

Photo F. 
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 Photo G shows an accessory filter kit available for an extra £1:11:6. The lens hood and rewind 
handle where not charged for as extras. Photo H shows the Berlin dealer’s label in the cheaper of 
two cases offered (an extra £2:7:6). 

Photo J shows a conventional interior layout, with room for 
standard 30-meter spool loading. The vertical rails slide up 
(top) and down (bottom) to open the sprocket rollers and 
release the tension on the rear-sprung pressure plate. 
Embossed guides then show recommended film loop 
positions. Pressing the buttons at the end of the rails pops 
everything back into taking position. 

Undoing the large flat knob on the claw cover gives access to 
the claw mechanism (photo K); a sprung cam and shuttle, 
which works both forward and reverse. Photo L shows the 
long and straight pressure plate. The whole plate is sprung 
and within it the aperture plate is independently sprung; 
complicated engineering in support of good picture sharpness 
and steadiness. However, if you look closely you will see one 
of the camera’s major design weaknesses: the claw operates 
on the left side sprocket holes of the film! The designers did 
not foresee that the future evolution of 16mm film would 
eliminate left-hand sprocket holes to make way for optical 
and magnetic sound tracks. Bolex merely had to change its 
feed sprockets to single toothed to accommodate this; its claw 
was always on the right-hand side. 

The camera’s other main weakness was meant to be its 
strength; the unique bayonet lens mount and rangefinder 
coupling. A fine system, but too expensive to attract after-
market lens makers. In contrast Bolex used the standard 
screw-thread “C” mount for which there was and is a vast 
array of alternative lenses. 

Finally to quote from the catalogue which after listing the 
Movikon’s many features, says “… and last, the dream-
come-true of all those who have worked with large 
aperture lenses - Automatic focussing by means of a 
distance meter coupled to the lens” with which I would 
have to agree; it is the best focussing system I have seen 
on a movie camera.  

Photo G. 

Photo H. 

Photo K. 

Photo J. 

Photo L. 
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Letters to the Editor: 
 
John Fleming recently sent an interesting scan of a news shot from a December edition of the 
Herald Sun. (Which I declined reproducing for possible copyright reasons.) Taken at the premiere 
of a big movie release, there in the background is someone using a Rollei TLR type camera, holding 
the camera high in the inverted position. Interesting, when one thinks that digital had taken over 
these days!  
 
From Geoff Harrisson, a great site for wood & brass members:   
http://www.woodandbrass.co.uk/index.php  Heaps of great, well illustrated items here! 
 
Hi Ian, Received magazine last night...wonderful tribute you wrote for John...very well thought out 
and also contained what should be encouragement for others who find themselves eventually 
dealing with victims of Alzheimer’s and similar afflictions. And as usual, Lyle had some of his 
totally unique left-of-centre tales, which always entertain. His flashgun B.C unit story was 
fascinating.. but it’s true they can fire a bulb when the battery is almost totally exhausted if you let 
it charge the capacitor long enough. Thought it could be of interest to know that whilst 22.5-volt 
batteries are no longer generally available, 15-volt bats ARE in at least 2 different versions. (See 
photo.) Either of the ones shown here in the huge Sydney based 
electronics WES Catalogue have terminals at either end and could be 
easily adapted (or probably fit as is) to the old BC flashbulb guns. 
They would work units even originally intended for 22.5-volt batts. 
Remember the info on those Philips packets.... “Firing voltage 3-30 
volts”. But had to smile at Lyle's experience... even a PF 1 can blind 
you for a while if close enough... and I once saw the result of a PF 100 
on poor old Lou Bertaux at Allans... he was stuffed for the entire day! 
 Was great to see John Friend's piece too... he's a clever fellow, and certainly has carved a place in 
our photographic and television history.  John Fleming.  #559.  
 
Another ripper edition. Nobel prize for excellence! Cheers, Margaret Mason. Secretary.  
(Thank you Margaret. Not sure about the prize but, as long as members like the results, which I couldn’t do without 
their input of articles, that’s all I can ask for. And keep them coming, when you think of it, just one page and there’s 
a year of free membership for you! Ian.)  
 
Received from one of our members is this great link to historic footage of old Melbourne taken 
back in 1910 in the days of cable trams and horse drawn wagons. A truly great glimpse into our city 
in days of the past! Well worth viewing. 
 
http://kristofferpaulsen.tumblr.com/post/47749436698/amazing-old-film-footage-of-melbourne-in-1910 

This was followed up with another, from John Fleming, also well worth viewing, on a less 
attractive side of Melbourne in the late ‘40s.  
Last year found some 1947 footage originally shot by Brotherhood of St. Lawrence about slums of inner 
Melbourne. Bloody chilling stuff... a real artist who took it... and amazing to think such places existed so late 
in our history. Here’s the link. http://aso.gov.au/titles/sponsored-films/beautiful-melbourne/clip1/ 

 

VALE: It is with deep regret that we advise the loss of another 
member. Willie Feinberg has lost his battle with liver cancer and 
passed away on the morning of June 10th.   
A dedicated collector of Minox, Willie brought a broad array of 
his collection to a meeting in 2010 for a highly entertaining and 
informative talk. With a heart as large as his collection, Willie did 
not think twice about putting on his “round red nose” so he could 
kindly and lovingly add laughter and meaning into children's lives 
who unfortunately were ill in hospitals. Our deepest sympathy to 
Caroline, Tamar and family members.  

Willie Feinberg addressing our 
August 2010 meeting, with an 

extensive range from his excellent 
Minox collection. 
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The Zenit 4           Stefan Sztromajer 

It seems obvious the Zenit 4 is the successor in the Zenit queue, just after the Zenit 3M model. In 
fact it is a quite different camera, the similarity lies only in the SLR system.  
 
Its production has been introduced in 1964 by Krasnogorskij Mechaniczeskij Zavod plant just after 
the common Zenit 3M model.  
 

The designer wished to introduce the more 
sophisticated SLR camera, fitted with the Vega-3 

f2.8/50 lens mounted in the Compur like leaf shutter, semi automatic selenium light meter and last 
but not least, the pentaprism finder exchangeable with the waist level finder. (Fig’s 1 & 2.)  
                                                    

While the waist level finder is mounted, the 
camera looks strange, particularly when it is open 
(Fig’s 3 & 4.) After removing the finder we will 
see the matte screen with the split spot in its 
centre (Fig. 5 ‘a’).  On the left there are two 
pointers. The pointer ‘b’ belongs to the light 
meter, the second, ‘c’, is coupled with the shutter-
aperture setting.  
 
For correct exposure the pointers have be aligned 
by means of the setting knob. The setting knob 
‘a’, is placed where usually the rewind knob is 
located, Fig.6; Fig.7 is coupled with the aperture 
and shutter. On the right there is the film counter ‘b’ and the kind of film reminder Fig 6 – ‘c’. The 
waist level finder is provided with the magnifying glass, Fig.8. At the back of the body, Fig. 9 we 
will see the serial number ‘a’ the finder’s ocular ‘b’ and the film transport lever – ‘c’.  
 

Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2. 

 
Fig. 3.  

Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 5.  
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At the left side of the body Fig.10 the film rewind knob is placed. That knob is provided with the 
collapsible crank. In the position presented Fig. 10 the rewind knob is uncoupled, to use it; the 
crank should be opened as Fig. 11.  
 
At the left edge just under the rewind knob there is a simple lock for the film chamber Fig. 10, Fig. 
11- ‘a’.  
 

After opening the film chamber, Fig. 12 we will see the film transport sprocket, a conventional 
take-up spool – ‘b’ the roller – ‘c’ and the glass pressure plate – ‘d’.  At the bottom plate, Fig. 13 
there is the rewind film button – ‘a’ and the tripod thread – ‘b’.  

Fig. 6.  
Fig. 7.  

Fig. 8.  
Fig. 9.  

Fig. 10. Fig. 11.  
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The most important part of the camera, 
the Vega 3, f2.8/50 standard lens, consists 

of 5 elements (like the Zeiss Biometar design) Fig’s 14 & 15.  
 

It is provided with the bayonet mount, Fig. 16 and Fig. 17, coupling with the leaf shutter very 
similar to the Synchro Compur Fig. 18.  
 
The shutter is 
provided with the 
cable release thread 
– ‘a’, the delayed 
action mechanism – 
‘b’ Fig. 19, and the 
two pointers 
showing the depth 
of field depending of the aperture setting, Fig’s 18 & 20.  
 
It seems strange; the 
widest aperture offered at 
the shutter gauge is equal 
f2, while the lens aperture 
is f2.8. As I know there 
were no other lenses 
delivered for the Zenit 4.  
 
According to the producer, the resolving ability of the lens is equal to 50 lpm in the centre and 24 
lpm in the edge. The camera was sold with the leather case, Fig. 21.  
 
 According to the author’s personal experience the camera however although very expensive was 
not reliable, there were lot of troubles, concerned with the film transport and shutter winding action.  
 Unfortunately my camera had been bought as second hand, so I paid a lot of costly visits to the 
repairman who at last kindly advised me to use my Zenit as a hammer, as it is really quite heavy at 
1006g.  

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13.  

Fig. 14.  Fig. 15. Fig. 16.  

 
Fig. 17.  Fig. 18. 

Fig. 19.  

Fig. 20.  Fig. 21. 
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VALE- eFKe Film! 
Sad to note the eFKe film factory located at Samobor, Croatia has closed 
down. Moves are being made to save the factory as a heritage site,  
(see http://thefotokemikaproject.wordpress.com:80/)  
 
However, it means that one of our last 
sources of silver halide films in sizes 
unobtainable anywhere else is now gone. 
Member John Fleming was lucky 
enough to obtain a quantity of 127 for 
himself via friends visiting Samobor just 
prior to the closure.  
 
An unsubstantiated rumour has been 
heard that Ilford may resume production 
of 127.  John Fleming’s 127. 

Perhaps the last from Samobor!

Just how young do we start collecting? 
From a VERY old Kodachrome (and not Photo Shopped).  

Marcel Safier started at 1-year with his first Gossen Sixtomat! 

VALE: Willie Feinberg. 1935 ~ June 10th, 2013. 
A sad loss to all of us.  

Seen here addressing our August 2010 meeting.  

This has collectable value? Read why Herb Parker thinks so in 
“Lure of the Leica.” 

Bruce Mathieson tells us of his adventures 
with eBay, PayPal and collecting 

Voigtländer. Keith Head explains the mysteries of the Zeiss Movikon. 
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